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a b s t r a c t
In community ecology, neutral models make the assumption that species are equivalent, such that species
abundances differ only because of demographic stochasticity. Despite their ecological simplicity, neutral
models have been found to give reasonable descriptions of expected patterns of biodiversity in communities with many species. Such patterns include the expected total number of species and speciesabundance distributions describing the expected number of species in different abundance classes. However, the expected patterns represent only the central tendencies of the full distributions of possible outcomes. Thus, ecological inferences and conclusions based only on expected patterns are incomplete, and
may be misleading. Here, we address this issue for the spatially implicit neutral model, by using classic results from birth–death processes to derive (1) the probability distribution of extinction time of a
species with given abundance for the metacommunity; (2) the probability distributions of total species
richness and number of species with given abundance for both the metacommunity and local community; and (3) the probability distributions of the average immigration and extinction rates in the local
community, across different values of total species richness. We illustrate the utility of these probability
distributions in providing greater ecological insight via statistical inference. Firstly, we show that under
the neutral metacommunity model, there is only 2.65 × 10−9 probability that the age of a common tree
species in the Amazon is ≤ 3 × 108 yr, which is approximately the oldest estimated age of the ﬁrst angiosperm. Thus, species ages from the model are unrealistically high. Secondly, for a tree community in
a 50 ha plot at Barro Colorado Island in Panama, we show that the spatially implicit model can be ﬁtted
to observed species richness and an independent estimate of the immigration parameter, with the ﬁtted
model predicting a species-abundance distribution close to the observed distribution. Our results complement those using sampling formulae that specify the multivariate probability distribution of species
abundances from neutral models.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In ecological communities, the coexistence of hundreds to thousands of species (Roberts et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2005; AndersonTeixeira et al., 2015) has been a source of wonder and puzzlement for decades (Hutchinson, 1961; Connell, 1978; Ricklefs, 1987;
Palmer, 1994; Chesson, 20 0 0; Hubbell, 20 01; HilleRisLambers et al.,
2012; Levine et al., 2017). Intuitively, the coexistence of many
species could arise due to each species occupying a different niche,
which deﬁnes how a species relates to its biotic and abiotic environment (Elton, 1927). This would help to prevent competitive
exclusion (Gause, 1934). However, this intuition is challenged by
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species-rich communities with apparently few limiting resources,
such as tropical forest tree communities (Anderson-Teixeira et al.,
2015) that are limited by water, light and nutrients, and plankton
communities (Smith et al., 2005) and tropical coral reef communities (Roberts et al., 2002) that are limited by light and nutrients. A
radical alternative is to assume that all species occupy the same
niche, with their abundances differing only due to demographic
stochasticity (or equivalently, demographic variance or ecological
drift) (Hubbell, 1997, 2001; Bell, 2000, 2001). Under this neutral
assumption, many species can still coexist with each other for long
periods of time because their abundances change slowly due to demographic stochasticity, such that the resulting slow rate of species
extinction can be balanced even by a slow rate of introduction
of new species (by speciation and/or immigration) (Volkov et al.,
20 03, 20 07; Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014).
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One attractive feature of neutral models is their much greater
analytical tractability (Azaele et al., 2016). This has resulted in
derivation of formulae specifying the expected total number of
species (Hubbell, 2001; Volkov et al., 2003, 2007; Alonso and McKane, 2004), expected number of species with a given abundance
(Volkov et al., 2003, 2007; Alonso and McKane, 2004), expected
lifetime of a species (Volkov et al., 20 03, 20 07; Alonso and McKane, 2004), and expected age of a species with a given abundance
(Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014) in the steady-state of neutral models. Despite the crude ecological assumptions of neutral models,
they have had surprising success in producing expected patterns of
biodiversity consistent with empirical data. These patterns include
expected species-abundance distributions (SADs) that are consistent with those observed for forest trees and reef corals in the
tropics (an expected SAD gives the expected number of species
with different abundances; Hubbell, 2001; Volkov et al., 2003,
2007), as well as a tri-phasic expected species-area relationship
(SAR) that is consistent with that observed for birds (Preston, 1960;
O’Dwyer and Cornell, 2018). Even when neutral models are unable
to accurately reproduce a biodiversity pattern, this is informative
in the sense that it indicates the importance of non-neutral mechanisms acting in nature (Wennekes et al., 2012).
However, the utility of neutral models has been hindered by a
focus on expected patterns of biodiversity, which only measure the
central tendencies of the corresponding full probability distributions and may therefore be misleading. For example, a recent study
(Vergnon et al., 2012) claimed that multi-modal SADs observed
in nature are a sign of emergent neutrality arising from a nonneutral model with clusters of similar species. However, multimodal SADs can be produced readily by a neutral local community
model (Bárabas et al., 2013) – multi-modality only appears to be
unusual based on the expected SAD from the model (Volkov et al.,
2007). Another example is the use of expected species ages to infer that neutral models produce unrealistically long species ages
(Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014). Though the expected species ages
from a neutral model are unrealistically high, there may be a
non-negligible probability of the species ages being realistic, especially if the corresponding probability distributions are positively
skewed.
These examples illustrate the importance of considering not
just the expected patterns of biodiversity from neutral models. To
address this shortcoming, a substantial body of theory has been
developed, which is based on sampling formulae that describe
the multivariate probability distributions of species abundances in
neutral models (Etienne and Olff, 2004; Etienne, 2005; Etienne and
Alonso, 20 05, 20 07; Etienne et al., 20 07a; Haegeman and Etienne, 2017). In the case with no dispersal limitation, the sampling formula is equivalent to Ewens’s sampling formula that
describes the multivariate probability distribution of the number of alleles of a gene found in a random sample of gametes
(Ewens, 1972; Karlin and McGregor, 1972). In the case with dispersal limitation, Etienne and Olff (2004), Etienne (2005) and
Etienne and Alonso (2005) developed new sampling formulae with
substantially greater utility. These sampling formulae have subsequently been extended to encompass neutral models with different modes of speciation (Etienne et al., 2007b; Etienne and Haegeman, 2011) and models with multiple guilds, with species within
each guild undergoing neutral dynamics (Janzen et al., 2015). The
sampling formulae form the basis of a rigorous statistical framework for inferring parameters of neutral models in ecology, based
on maximum likelihood (Etienne, 2005; Etienne and Alonso, 2007;
Etienne et al., 2007b) or Bayesian statistics (Etienne and Olff, 2004,
2005). An important development of this framework is use of the
assumption of independence of species abundance dynamics in a
model community, which substantially simpliﬁes the sampling for-

mulae and permits much quicker statistical inference, often with
little loss of accuracy (Haegeman and Etienne, 2017).
The sampling formulae have provided many valuable ecological insights by allowing model communities, particularly neutral
model communities, to be ﬁtted rigorously to observed species
abundances. However, a limitation of these formulae is that it is
impractical to use them to derive simple formulae specifying the
probability distributions of species richness for model communities, because this would involve summing over the multivariate
probability distributions of species abundances over all combinations of abundances yielding a particular number of species. For
example, if we had a model community with just 100 individuals, calculating the probability of the community having 10 species
would entail summing over the probabilities for 2,977,866 combinations of species abundances (partitions of 100 individuals over
10 species). Thus, there is scope to use alternative methods to develop simple formulae specifying the probability distributions of
species richness, which could be used for statistical inference in
situations where species abundance data is lacking, or for predicting the probability distribution of species richness for ﬁtted models. For the same reason, it is also impractical to use the sampling formulae to calculate probability distributions of quantities
that depend on the probability of speciﬁc combinations of species
surviving at a particular point in time. These quantities include
the average immigration or extinction rate of species on an island community, given a particular number of existing species –
i.e., the immigration and extinction curves used in island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson, 1963, 1967). Another limitation of
the sampling formulae is that they do not provide the probability
of a species transitioning from a given abundance to another abundance over a speciﬁed period of time. This is required to calculate
probability distributions of quantities such as the extinction time
of a species given an initial abundance.
Here, we address the knowledge gaps identiﬁed by using a different approach, based on birth–death processes, to derive formulae specifying probability distributions related to extinction times,
species richness, and immigration and extinction rates for the spatially implicit neutral model (Hubbell, 1997, 2001). These formulae
can be evaluated reasonably quickly, and are suﬃciently simple to
permit biological interpretation. Throughout, we demonstrate the
utility of the formulae in providing greater ecological insight than
possible by simply considering the expected trends, in particular
via statistical inference. For example, we use our probability distributions to test whether the age of tree species in the Amazon is
consistent with a neutral model, to predict the SAD for a tree community in a 50 ha plot in Panama, and to examine the shapes of
immigration and extinction curves predicted by the spatially implicit neutral model in the context of island biogeography. The use
of dynamic mechanistic models, such as the spatially implicit neutral model, in statistical inference is important because they allow
hypothesized mechanisms underlying observed patterns of biodiversity to be directly tested. Thus, they overcome the limitations
of models formed on a phenomenological basis, such as those developed for SADs (e.g., Fisher et al., 1943; Preston, 1948, 1962) and
SARs (Arrhenius 1921, 1923; Gleason, 1925). For example, recent
developments in island biogeography include the use of dynamic
mechanistic models together with empirical estimates of colonization and extinction rates to infer the strength of ecological processes on island communities (Ontiveros et al., 2019). In addition,
dynamic mechanistic models with speciation have been used to infer the importance of both equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamics in the Galápagos islands (Valente et al., 2015). The results
from our study contribute towards the trend of using such models to improve our understanding of ecological communities from
a process-based perspective.
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2. Methods and results
2.1. Overview of neutral model communities examined
We examine the spatially implicit neutral model of Hubbell
(1997, 2001), which consists of a local community surrounded by
a much larger metacommunity. In each discrete time-step of the
metacommunity (sub-)model, one individual is chosen randomly
to die with equal probability and is then replaced by a newborn
individual. The species identity of this newborn individual is chosen randomly with probability proportional to the abundances of
all existing species in the metacommunity. There is a probability ν
that the newborn individual will speciate and become an individual of a new species. This speciation process prevents the metacommunity from eventually becoming a monoculture.
Individuals in the local community undergo zero-sum dynamics analogous to those in the metacommunity, except with immigration from the metacommunity instead of speciation, which in
the local community is assumed to be of negligible importance
relative to immigration. Speciﬁcally, in each discrete time-step of
the local community model, one individual is chosen randomly to
die with equal probability and is replaced by a newborn individual from the local community with probability 1 − m and by an
immigrant individual with probability m. If the replacement individual is a newborn individual from the local community, then its
species identity is chosen randomly with probability proportional
to the abundances of all existing species in the local community.
If the replacement individual is an immigrant individual, then its
species identity is chosen randomly with probability proportional
to species abundances in the metacommunity, which are assumed
to be at the steady state.
2.2. Using the non-zero-sum approximation to simplify neutral model
dynamics
To facilitate analysis, we simpliﬁed the equations specifying the
species abundance dynamics of the spatially implicit neutral model
(Appendix A in Electronic Supplementary Material, or ESM) by assuming that in both the metacommunity and the local community, the abundance of a species is nearly always small relative
to the community abundance (total number of individuals; Appendix B in ESM). Ecologically, this assumption means that the
abundance of a species is effectively unconstrained by competition
with other species and is hence independent of the abundances of
other species. Thus, according to the assumption, community dynamics is the sum of abundance dynamics of independent species,
which no longer follow zero-sum dynamics. Hence, the assumption
entails a non-zero-sum approximation (Volkov et al., 2003, 2007;
Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014).
After simpliﬁcation using the non-zero-sum approximation, the
abundance of a species follows a linear birth–death process without immigration in the metacommunity, and a linear birth–death
process with immigration in the local community (Appendix A).
This greatly facilitates analysis by allowing use of classic results on
linear birth-death processes (Kendall, 1948a, 1949).
2.3. Deriving probability distribution of species extinction time for
the neutral metacommunity model
In this section, we derive the probability distribution of the extinction time of a species in the neutral metacommunity model,
given an initial abundance. For this model, let Tn0 be the extinction time of a species with initial abundance n0 . As established in
Appendix A, each species in the metacommunity follows a linear
birth–death process with time-invariant realized per-capita birth
rate  = λ(1 − ν ) and realized per-capita death rate M = μ = λ,

Fig. 1. For the neutral metacommunity model, probability distribution of extinction times of a species given an initial abundance n0 (Tn0 ), derived using the analytical formula (1) (speciﬁcally, the probability density function speciﬁed by (1) is
multiplied by δτ = 1/(JM μ )) and numerical calculations. The parameter values are
λ = μ = 1 yr−1 , JM = 500, ν = 0.05 and (A) n0 = 1 and (B) n0 = 2.

where λ and μ are the intrinsic per-capita birth and death rates,
respectively. Using known results for a linear birth–death process
with no immigration (Kendall, 1948a), the probability density of
the extinction time of Tn0 is


f (Tn0 = τ ) ≈ n0 μ(λν )

2

 n0 −1

μ 1 − eλντ
eλντ

2 .
λντ
λ ( 1 − ν ) − μe
μeλντ − λ(1 − ν )
(1)

The probability of the extinction time being between τ and
τ + δτ is thus P (Tn0 = τ ) ≈ f (Tn0 = τ )δτ , where δτ is a small
change in τ . Fig. 1 compares the probability distribution of extinction times derived from the analytical formula speciﬁed by
(1) with the exact distribution found by numerically computing the
fundamental matrix of the model (Brémaud, 1999), which involves
inverting a matrix and is therefore only feasible for small communities. The ﬁgure shows good agreement between the analytical
and numerically calculated distributions, with small mean absolute
errors of 1.26 × 10−7 (panel A) and 9.55 ×10−8 (panel B) and maximum absolute errors of 7.78 × 10−6 (panel A) and 7.95 × 10−6
(panel B). Here, the mean and maximum absolute errors were cal-
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culated over values of Tn0 from 1/(JM μ) to 10 0 0 0/(JM μ) in increments of δτ = 1/(JM μ ).
In the neutral metacommunity model, new species have an initial abundance of n0 = 1, so T1 corresponds to the lifetime of a
species in the model. With n0 = 1, we have

f (T1 = τ ) = λν 2 

eλντ

2 ,

eλντ − (1 − v )

(2)

such that T1
follows a Gamma/Gompertz distribution
(Bemmaor and Glady, 2012) with scale parameter λν and shape
parameters 1 and ν . The mean of this distribution (i.e., the mean
time to extinction) is T̄1 = −(1/(λ(1 − ν ) ))ln(v ), and the variance
2
is V (T1 ) = (2/(λν ) )Li2 (ν ) − (T̄1 )2 (Bemmaor and Glady, 2012),
where Li2 (ν ) is the polylogarithm of order 2 and with argument ν .
Table 1 summarizes all the formulae that we derive in this study,
including (1) and (2).
The neutral metacommunity model is symmetric in time, so if
we consider an existing species with abundance n0 , the probability
density of its age being τ is also given by f (Tn0 = τ ) in Eq. (1). We
found that values of expected species age derived from (1) were
virtually the same as those derived from a formula in a previous
study (Eq. (5) in Chisholm and O’Dwyer; Appendix C in ESM).
2.4. Examining probability distribution of species age for trees in the
Amazon
Previous studies have found that the expected age of a species
in a neutral metacommunity model is too long – for abundant
species, the expected age is longer than the estimated age of planet
Earth (Lande et al., 2003; Nee, 2005; Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014).
We consider the recent study by Chisholm and O’Dwyer (2014) in
more detail, because this study provides the most recent formula
for expected species age. This formula was derived without assuming that speciation rates are so low that a new species either dominates or goes extinct before another new species appears
(an assumption made in neutral models of molecular evolution;
Kimura and Ohta, 1973; Kimura, 1983; Nee, 2005). Chisholm and
O’Dwyer (2014) used a neutral metacommunity model to represent the dynamics of trees in the Amazon with diameter-at-breastheight ≥ 10 cm. They assumed that there are JM ≈ 2 × 1011 of
such trees in the Amazon, with the expected number of species
being S̄M ≈ 104 (Chisholm and O’Dwyer, 2014). The value of ν
can be calculated by solving the equation S̄M = −JM ν ln(ν )/(1 − ν )
(Volkov et al., 2003), giving ν ≈ 2.53 × 10−9 . Also, the expected
abundance of a tree species given these parameter values is
2 × 107 individuals. Chisholm and O’Dwyer (2014) considered a
“common” tree species that is 10 times as abundant, with n0 =
2 × 108 individuals. They assumed that this common tree species
has a generation time of 30 yr, such that λ = μ = 1/30 yr−1 . By
using these parameter values in their formula for the expected
species age, Chisholm and O’Dwyer (2014) found that the common tree species considered has an expected age of T̄n0 ≈ 1010 yr,
older than the estimated age of planet Earth. They thus concluded
that the neutral metacommunity model gives unrealistically high
species ages for trees in the Amazon.
However, the analysis by Chisholm and O’Dwyer (2014) could
be misleading because they only considered the expected species
age. Thus, we derived the probability density function of species
age for their Amazon tree example using our Eq. (1) (Fig. 2).
The expected species age is T̄n0 ≈ 1010 yr, as calculated by
Chisholm and O’Dwyer (2014), but a substantial portion of the
distribution lies well below this value, corresponding to species
ages that are more plausible. However, we calculated that there
is only 2.65 × 10−9 probability that Tn0 ≤ 3 × 108 yr, which is approximately the oldest estimated age of the ﬁrst angiosperm (the

Fig. 2. For the neutral metacommunity model, probability density function of
species age of a common tree species in the Amazon with n0 = 2 × 108 individuals, derived using analytical formula (1). The other parameter values are λ = μ =
1/30 yr−1 , JM = 2 × 1011 and ν = 2.53 × 10−9 . The dashed vertical line denotes
the expected species age of 9.63 × 109 yr. Also, the smallest species age plotted is
3 × 108 yr, which is approximately the oldest estimated age of the ﬁrst angiosperm
(Magallón et al., 2015).

range of estimated ages is approximately 8.6 × 107 − 3 × 108 yr;
Magallón et al., 2015). Thus, we conclude that examination of the
full probability distribution of species age shows that the neutral metacommunity model nearly always gives unrealistically high
species ages for trees in the Amazon.
2.5. Deriving probability distributions of species richness for the
neutral metacommunity and local community models
2.5.1. Neutral metacommunity model
Firstly, we consider the neutral metacommunity model and derive the probability distribution of total species richness and then
the probability distribution of the number of species given a particular abundance.
In the neutral metacommunity model, the appearance of new
species over time follows a homogeneous Poisson process with rate
JM λν . Once a new species appears, its abundance follows a linear
birth–death process with time-invariant realized per-capita birth
rate  = λ(1 − ν ) and realized per-capita death rate M = μ = λ
(Appendix A). Our method for computing the probability distribution of total species richness SM is to (i) consider an arbitrary point
in time during the steady state of the metacommunity, t, and (ii)
calculate the probability of there being S species at that time, by
considering the probability of S new species appearing before or at
time t and surviving until t. Using this method, we found that if
JM λν  1 (i.e., the total speciation rate is large), then SM follows a
Poisson binomial distribution (Wang, 1993), which can be approximated by a normal distribution (Hong, 2013) (Appendix D in ESM).
This normal distribution has mean

S̄M ≈ −

JM ν
ln(ν ) ≈ −JM ν ln(ν )
1−ν

and variance

V ( SM ) ≈ −

(3)



JM ν
JM ν 2
1−ν
ln(ν ) −
ln(ν ) +
2
1−ν
ν
1
−
ν
(
)

≈ −JM ν ln(ν ) − JM ν = −JM (1 + ν ln (ν ) ).


(4)

The mean species richness as given by (3) is a known result
(Eq. (6) in Volkov et al., 2003). Fig. 3 compares the normal distribution of species richness derived from the analytical formulae

Table 1
Summary of formulae derived in this study, specifying the probability distributions of extinction times, species richness, and average extinction and immigration rates for communities generated from the spatially implicit
neutral model. This model represents the abundance dynamics of species in a metacommunity and a local community that receives immigrants from the metacommunity. In the table, JM is the number of individuals in the
metacommunity, which is large; pM is the proportional abundance of a species in the metacommunity (species abundance divided by JM ); ν is the probability that a newborn individual in the metacommunity undergoes
speciation, which is small; J is the number of individuals in the local community; θ = JM ν /(1 − ν ) is the fundamental biodiversity number that is proportional to the expected number of species in the metacommunity; m is the
probability that a new individual in the local community is an immigrant from the metacommunity; and λ is the intrinsic per-capita birth rate of a species in both the metacommunity and the local community, which is equal to
the intrinsic per-capita death rate μ. In addition, N(X, V) denotes a normal distribution with mean X and variance V. The formulae are approximations that assume the proportional abundance of a species in the metacommunity
or the local community is nearly always small. In addition, all formulae apart from the one in the ﬁrst row assume that the metacommunity has many species, which is equivalent to θ  1, and has a high total speciation rate,
which is equivalent to JM λν  1.
Quantity

Formula(e)
λντ

(1−e )
)n0 −1
f (Tn0 = τ ) = n0 μ(λν )2 ( λ(μ
1−ν )−μeλντ

eλντ
2

(μeλντ −λ(1−ν ))

SM ∼ N (S̄M , V (SM ))

Total number of species in metacommunity (SM )
where

Notes

(1)

With n0 = 1, T1 follows a
Gamma/Gompertz distribution
(Bemmaor and Glady, 2012) with
scale parameter λν and shape
parameters 1 and ν

(3,4)

S̄M ≈ −JM ν ln(ν )
V (SM ) ≈ S̄M − JM ν

Number of species with abundance n in
metacommunity (SM, n )

SM,n ∼ N (S̄M,n , V (SM,n ))
where

(5,6)

n−1

S̄M,n ≈ JM ν (1−νn)

2(n−1)

V (SM,n ) ≈ S̄M,n − JM ν (1(4−nν2)−1)n
Total number of species in local community (S)
where

With m  1,

Number of species with abundance n in local
community (Sn )

where

S ∼ N (S̄, V (S ) )
1
(1−pM )θ
(1 − mJm pM /(1−m) )d pM
pM =0
pM
θ
1
M)
V (S ) ≈ S̄ − θ pM =0 (1−p
(1 − mJm pM /(1−m) )2 d pM
pM
1
(1−pM )θ
Jm pM
)d pM
S̄ ≈ θ pM =0 pM (1 − m
θ
1
M)
(
1
−
mJm pM )2 d pM
V (S ) ≈ S̄ − θ pM =0 (1−p
pM

(7,8)

Sn ∼ N (S̄n , V (Sn ))

(9,10)

S̄ ≈ θ

S̄n ≈ θ

1
pM =0

(1−pM )θ
pM

V (Sn ) ≈ S̄n − θ
With m  1,

S̄n ≈ θ

1
pM =0

Average immigration rate in the local community
given S species

where α satisﬁes
With m  1,
where α satisﬁes

Average extinction rate in the local community
given S species

where α satisﬁes
With m  1,
where α satisﬁes

1
pM =0

(1−pM )θ

V (Sn ) ≈ S̄n − θ

m

pM

Jm pM / (1−m )

(1−pM )θ
pM

mJm pM

1
pM =0

(1−pM )θ
pM

−Jm pM /(1 − m )
( m − 1 )n d pM
n
2

(mJm pM /(1−m)

−Jm pM /(1 − m )
(m − 1 )n )
n

d pM

−Jm pM
(−1 )n d pM
n

(mJm pM

−Jm pM
(−1 )n )2 d pM
n

1
Jm p / (1−m )
)d p
I¯S ≈ θ Jm x=0 (1 − pM )θ eα (1−m M
M
θ
1
Jm
p
/
(
1
−m
))
(1−pM )
α (1−m M
(
1
−
e
)
dx
=
S
pM =0
pM
1
Jm p
I¯S ≈ θ Jm x=0 (1 − pM )θ eα (1−m M ) d pM
θ
1
Jm p
(1−pM )
(1 − eα (1−m M ) )dx = S
pM =0
pM
1
α (1−mJm pM /(1−m) )
θ
ĒS ≈ θ Jm pM =0 (1 − pM ) 1−e1−mJm pM /(1−m) mJm pM /(1−m) d pM
1
Jm p / (1−m )
(1−pM )θ
) )dx = S
(1 − eα (1−m M
pM =0
pM
Jm p
1
1−eα (1−m M )
θ
ĒS ≈ θ Jm pM =0 (1 − pM )
mJm pM /(1−m) d pM
1−mJm pM
1
(1−pM )θ
α
(
1−mJm pM )
(1 − e
)dx = S
pM =0
pM

(13,14)

Error expected to increase as S → SM

(15,16)

Error expected to increase as S → SM
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Probability density of the extinction time of a
species with initial abundance n0 in the
metacommunity (Tn0 )

Equation number(s)
in text
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Fig. 3. For the neutral metacommunity model, probability distribution of steadystate species richness (SM ) derived using analytical formulae (normal distribution
with mean and variance deﬁned by (3) and (4), respectively) and simulations. The
parameter values are λ = μ = 1 yr−1 , JM = 5, 0 0 0 and ν = 0.1.

speciﬁed by Eqs. (3) and (4) with the distribution derived from a
simulation, for an example parameter set (see Appendix E in ESM
for simulation details). This parameter set has ν = 0.1, to ensure
reasonably fast computation times – thus, we use the forms of
(3) and (4) without the ﬁnal approximation that assumes ν  1.
The ﬁgure shows good agreement between the analytical and simulated distributions, with a mean absolute error of 1.42 × 10−5
and a maximum absolute error of 1.04 × 10−3 .
Next, we derive the probability distribution of the number of
species with given abundance n in the steady state of the neutral
metacommunity model, SM, n . Using a method analogous to that
used to derive the probability distribution of SM (see Appendix D
for details), we found that SM, n approximately follows a normal
distribution with mean

S̄M,n ≈ JM ν

(1 − ν )n−1

(5)

n

and variance

V (SM,n ) ≈ JM ν
≈ JM ν
= JM ν

(1 − ν )n−1
n
n−1

(1 − ν )
n

(1 − ν )n−1
n

− JM ν
− JM ν



(2 + (2n − 1)ν ) (1 − ν )2(n−1)


2 4n2 − 1

n

2(n−1 )

(1 − ν )



4n2 − 1 n


(1 − ν )n−1
 .
1− 
4n2 − 1

(6)

The mean number of species with abundance n in the steady
state, as given by (5), follows a log-series distribution, consistent
with Eq. (6) in Volkov et al. (2003). Fig. 4 compares the normal
distributions of number of species with abundance n derived from
the analytical formulae speciﬁed by Eqs. (5) and (6) with the distributions derived from a simulation, for an example parameter
set (see Appendix E for simulation details). This parameter set has
ν = 0.1, and so we use the form of (6) without the ﬁnal approximation that assumes ν  1. The ﬁgure shows good agreement between the analytical and simulated distributions, with mean absolute errors of 8.98 × 10−6 –4.23 × 10−5 and maximum absolute
errors of 1.03 × 10−3 –8.09 × 10−3 .
From (3) and (4), the coeﬃcient of variation of SM is

(1/S̄M ) − C1 , where C1 = 1/(JM ν (ln(ν ) )2 ) > 0. Similarly, from
(5) and (6), the coeﬃcient of variation of SM, n is (1/S̄M,n ) − C2 ,

Fig. 4. For the neutral metacommunity model, probability distributions of steadystate number of species with abundance n (SM, n ) derived using analytical formulae
(normal distributions with means and variances deﬁned by (5) and (6), respectively)
and simulations. The parameter values are λ = μ = 1 yr−1 , JM = 5, 0 0 0 and ν = 0.1.
Probability distributions for n = 1 to 12 were calculated, but for visual clarity, only
the distributions for odd n are plotted.

where C2 = n/(JM ν (4n2 − 1 ) ) > 0. Thus, each coeﬃcient of variation tends to zero as the mean increases, and is always less than
the square root of the inverse of the mean.
2.5.2. Neutral local community model
In this section, we derive the probability distributions of total species richness and number of species with abundance n for
the neutral local community model. The method is analogous to
that for the neutral metacommunity model (Section 2.5.1). The
main difference is that new species appear in the local community by immigration rather than speciation. This means that
in the local community, the abundance of a species i with proportional abundance pM in the metacommunity follows a linear
birth–death process with immigration, with time-invariant realized per-capita birth rate i = λ(1 − m ) = , realized per-capita
death rate Mi = μ(1 − m pM ) = λ(1 − m pM ), and immigration rate
Ki = Jλm pM , where J is the total number of individuals in the local
community (Appendix A).
We found that if the number of species in the metacommunity is high, i.e. θ  1, then the total species richness in the local community, S, approximately follows a normal distribution with
mean

S̄ ≈

SM
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θ

≈
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and variance
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Fig. 5. For the neutral local community model, probability distribution of steadystate total species richness (S) derived using analytical formulae and simulations.
“Summation formulae” refers to the normal distribution with mean and variance
deﬁned by the summation formulae in (7) and (8), whereas “Integral formulae”
refers to the normal distribution with mean and variance deﬁned by the integral formulae in (7) and (8). The parameter values are λ = μ = 1 yr−1 , J = 1, 0 0 0,
m = 0.1, SM = 1, 0 0 0 and θ = 100. The abundances of the SM species in the metacommunity were drawn randomly from a log-series distribution with probability
parameter 1 − ν , where ν was calculated by rearranging SM ≈ S̄M = −θ ln(ν ).
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Fig. 6. For the neutral local community model, probability distributions of steadystate number of species with abundance n (Sn ) derived using analytical formulae and simulations. “Summation formulae” refers to the normal distribution with
mean and variance deﬁned by the summation formulae in (9) and (10), whereas
“Integral formulae” refers to the normal distribution with mean and variance deﬁned by the integral formulae in (9) and (10). The parameter values are λ = μ =
1 yr−1 , J = 1, 0 0 0, m = 0.1, SM = 1, 0 0 0 and θ = 100. The abundances of the SM
species in the metacommunity were drawn randomly from a log-series distribution with probability parameter 1 − ν , where ν was calculated by solving SM ≈ S̄M =
−θ ln(ν ).

and variance
where SM is the number of species in the metacommunity (see
Appendix D for details). In (7) and (8), the last approximation
arises from the metacommunity having many species, such that
θ  1 and the vast majority of species in the metacommunity have
low proportional abundances pM  1 (e.g., if θ = 100, then 95.3%
of species in the metacommunity have pM ≤ 0.02). However, when
validating the formulae using example parameter sets (Figs. 5 and
C2) and applying the formulae to tree census data (Section 2.6),
we use the formulae without the last approximation, to improve
the accuracy slightly.
The mean species richness in the steady state given by the integral formula in (7) gives very similar values to an integral formula derived in a previous study (eq. 21 in Volkov et al., 2007; Appendix C). Fig. 5 compares the normal distribution of species richness derived from the analytical formulae speciﬁed by Eqs. (7) and
(8) with the distribution derived from a simulation, for an example parameter set (see Appendix E for simulation details). The ﬁgure shows good agreement between the analytical and simulated
distributions, with mean and maximum absolute errors of 8.64 ×
10−5 and 5.52 × 10−3 , respectively, when using the summation
formulae in (7) and (8), and of 3.98 × 10−4 and 1.67 × 10−2 , respectively, when using the integral formulae in (7) and (8). The
integral formula is less accurate than the summation formula, and
gives distributions slightly shifted to the left of the simulated distribution (Fig. 5).
In addition, if θ  1, we found that the number of species with
abundance n in the local community, Sn , approximately follows a
normal distribution with mean

S̄n ≈

SM
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(10)

(see Appendix D for details). In (9) and (10), the last approximation arises from the metacommunity having many species, such
that θ  1 and pM  1. However, when validating the formulae using an example parameter set (Figs. 6 and C3) and applying the
formulae to tree census data (Section 2.6), we use the formulae
without the last approximation, to improve the accuracy slightly.
The mean species richness in the steady state given by the integral formula in (9) gives very similar values to an integral formula
derived in a previous study (eq. 21 in Volkov et al., 2007; Appendix
C). Fig. 6 compares the normal distributions of number of species
with abundance n derived from the analytical formulae speciﬁed
by Eqs. (9) and (10) with the distributions derived from a simulation, for an example parameter set (see Appendix E for simulation
details). The ﬁgure shows good agreement between the analytical
and simulated distributions, with mean and maximum absolute errors of 6.21 × 10−5 − 9.14 × 10−5 and 3.58 × 10−3 − 9.87 × 10−3 ,
respectively, for the distributions when using the summation formulae in (9) and (10), and of 1.99 × 10−4 − 2.37 × 10−4 and
1.31 × 10−2 − 1.81 × 10−2 when using the integral formulae in
(9) and (10). Again, the distributions using the integral formulae
are shifted slightly to the left of the simulated distributions.
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From (7) and (8), the coeﬃcient of variation of S is
where

1
C3 =

pM =0

θ





(1−pM )θ
pM

1
(1−pM )θ
pM =0
pM

(1/S̄ ) − C3 ,

2
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2 > 0 .

(11)

And from (9) and (10), the coeﬃcient of variation of Sn is

(1/S̄n ) − C4 , where
1
pM =0

C4 =
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pM =0
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mJm pM /(1−m)

(1−pM )θ
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n
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n

2

2

> 0.

(12)
Therefore, each coeﬃcient of variation tends to zero as the
mean increases, and is always less than the square root of the inverse of the mean.
2.6. Applying the probability distributions of species richness to
ecological data
If species abundance data are available for a natural community at a local scale, then the spatially implicit neutral model
could be ﬁtted to the data using a rigorous statistical framework (Etienne and Olff, 20 04, 20 05; Etienne, 20 05; Etienne and
Alonso, 20 05, 20 07; Haegeman and Etienne, 2017). However,
species abundance data are time-consuming to collect, particularly
for diverse communities in the tropics. Thus, there are many natural communities for which only data on total species richness is
available, together with an estimate of the total number of individuals (e.g., the hundreds of island communities reported in Table
S1 of Chisholm et al., 2016). In such cases, it is possible to use the
probability distribution of total species richness in the neutral local
community (speciﬁed by Eqs. (7) and (8)) to ﬁt the model to the
observed total species richness, using a maximize likelihood procedure. This would provide estimates of two model parameters – the
fundamental biodiversity number θ and the immigration parameter m.
However, very different combinations of θ and m can give similar likelihoods for an observed value of total species richness
(a similar issue arises when ﬁtting to species abundance data
(Etienne and Alonso, 2007)). So if possible, it is better to estimate
one of the parameters independently, and then ﬁt the model to obtain an estimate of the remaining parameter. For a local tree community, it is possible to estimate m independently by using seed
trap data to estimate the dispersal kernel of trees in the community, and then using this to calculate the proportion of individuals in the community arising from outside dispersal (Chisholm and
Lichstein, 2009). Seed trap data are available for tree species from
different forest types (e.g., Augsburger, 1986; Clark et al., 1999)
and there are now a variety of computational methods for estimating a dispersal kernel using seed trap data (Ran and MullerLandau, 20 0 0). If insuﬃcient seed trap data is available to estimate a dispersal kernel with suﬃcient accuracy, then it is still possible to estimate m independently using just an estimate of the
mean dispersal distance (Chisholm and Lichstein, 2009). For a local coral reef community, it is possible to estimate m independently using spatially explicit simulations of coral larvae dispersing
in the surrounding currents – these simulations produce estimates
of the probability of larvae dispersing from one location in the region to another (e.g., Baum et al., 2006). This approach can also be
used for other types of marine organisms with larvae that disperse
in the currents, such as invertebrates and ﬁsh. Another approach

would be to track dispersal of marine larvae directly using artiﬁcial
or natural markers (e.g., Thorrold et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2005).
For the tree community in a 50 ha plot at Barro Colorado Island (BCI) in Panama (Condit, 1998; Hubbell et al., 1999), we now
illustrate how the probability distribution of total species richness
for the neutral local community can be used to estimate θ using observed tree species richness at the plot together with an
independently estimated value of m. Considering all trees with
diameter-at-breast-height ≥ 10 cm, the 1995 census at BCI found
a total of J = 21, 455 individuals belonging to S = 227 species (Table S3 of Haegeman and Etienne (2017)). In addition, m can be estimated independently of the spatially implicit neutral model, by
using seed trap data to estimate the average dispersal distance
of trees in the community and then using this average dispersal
distance to calculate the proportion of individuals in the 50 ha
plot arising from dispersal outside the plot (Chisholm and Lichstein, 2009). In this way, an estimate of m = 0.075 was obtained
(Chisholm and Lichstein, 2009). We used J = 21, 455 and m = 0.075
together with the integral formulae in Eqs. (7) and (8) to calculate the likelihood of the spatially implicit neutral model producing S = 227, across 200 values of θ equally spaced (on a log2 scale)
over the range [30, 480] (range was deﬁned following Etienne and
Alonso (2007)). We found that θ = 49.9 maximized the likelihood
at 0.0680 (Fig. 7A). With this estimated value of θ , the model predicted an expected SAD for the local community that was a reasonably close ﬁt to empirical data (mean and median absolute percentage errors of 10.9% and 10.1%, respectively, across log2 abundance classes; Fig. 7B). We emphasize that while our ﬁnal ﬁtted
SAD is very similar to the SAD predicted by Haegeman and Etienne (2017) (Fig. 7B), our ﬁtting method is very different: they ﬁtted the model to the observed species abundances, but we used an
independently estimated value of m and ﬁtted the model only to
observed S and J.
2.7. Deriving immigration and extinction curves in island
biogeography
MacArthur and Wilson (1967) developed their classic, quantitative Theory of Island Biogeography (TIB) to explain patterns of
biodiversity observed on islands. According to TIB, the number of
species on an island at equilibrium is the balance between immigration of new species and extinction of existing species, deﬁned as loss of a species from the island even though it can
reappear again due to immigration. Thus, given two curves showing the average immigration rate and average extinction rate of
species across species richness (S) on an island, the equilibrium
number of species occurs at the interaction of the curves. The two
curves are referred to as the immigration and extinction curves
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1963, 1967). The immigration curve is expected to be a decreasing function of S because an immigrant
individual is less likely to be that of a new species on an island when the number of existing species on the island is higher
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1963, 1967). Conversely, the extinction
curve is expected to be an increasing function of S because of
smaller species population sizes on average (MacArthur and Wilson, 1963, 1967).
The ﬁrst quantitative model of immigration and extinction
curves showed that islands closer to the mainland receive more
immigrants and have a higher immigration curve, whereas islands that are larger have larger species population sizes on average and hence a lower extinction curve (MacArthur and Wilson, 1963, 1967). Thus, larger islands that are closer to the mainland are expected to have higher S, corresponding to the intersection of the immigration and extinction curves being further to
the right. However, the model did not incorporate the abundance
dynamics of species, which can have a profound inﬂuence on
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weak, which could result in the predominance of transient dynamics over equilibrium dynamics. For islands that have formed over
geological timescales of up to millions of years, such as those in
the Galápagos Islands (Werner et al., 1999), ecological constraints
on abundance and diversity could be stronger than on islands that
have formed quite recently, which could result in transient and
equilibrium dynamics both being important (Valente et al., 2015)
or the predominance of equilibrium dynamics over transient dynamics (Rabosky and Glor, 2010; Scantlebury, 2013).
We build on previous studies by deriving formulae specifying
immigration and extinction curves for the local community of the
spatially implicit neutral model. Technically, these curves can be
interpreted as conditional (on S) probability distributions of average immigration and extinction rates for the equilibrium (i.e.,
steady-state) dynamics of the model.
Firstly, to derive the immigration curve for the neutral local
community model, we require the average immigration rate of new
species given S species already existing in the community, I¯S . Considering the SM species in the metacommunity, the contribution of
the ith species to I¯S is equal to the average number of times that it
is not among the S species in the local community, multiplied by
the rate at which it appears in the local community, which is Ki (as
deﬁned in Section 2.5.2). We model the sampling of the S species
in the local community from the SM species in the metacommunity
using a multivariate Wallenius’ noncentral hypergeometric distribution (Fog, 2008), where each species can only be sampled once
and the weight attached to sampling the ith species is the probability of this species having non-zero abundance in the steadystate. Thus (see Appendix D for details),

I¯S ≈

θ Jm

≈

θ Jm




1
pM =0
1
pM =0

(1 − pM )θ −1 e

(1 − pM )θ eα (1−m

where α satisﬁes


Fig. 7. Fitting the spatially implicit neutral model to 1995 tree census data from
the 50 ha plot at Barro Colorado Island, Panama. (A) The log-likelihood across different values of the fundamental biodiversity number θ , when ﬁtting the model to
observed (obs.) total tree species richness S = 227, observed total number of tree
individuals J = 21, 455, and independently estimated m = 0.075. (B) The observed
SAD (gray bars, taken from Volkov et al. (2003)) together with those predicted by
the ﬁtted model with the value of θ maximizing the likelihood in (A). For comparison, the SAD predicted by the model with θ and m ﬁtted to observed species
abundance data (Haegeman and Etienne, 2017) is shown.

immigration and extinction rates. Later studies have incorporated abundance dynamics into mainland–island models (e.g.,
Kadmon and Allouche, 2007; Rosindell and Harmon, 2013;
Chisholm et al., 2016), but the only study to our knowledge to derive immigration and extinction curves was one that used a spatially implicit neutral model with a metacommunity representing
the mainland and a much smaller “local” community representing the island (Rosindell and Harmon, 2013). The study derived
the curves by assuming that the island community either starts off
with one species, representing an island of volcanic origin, or with
many species, representing an island formed by disappearance of a
land bridge to the mainland (Rosindell and Harmon, 2013). However, the study derived immigration and extinction curves using a
mixture of transient and equilibrium dynamics from simulations of
the model, which complicates interpretation of the curves. For islands that have formed quite recently, such as the island of Surtsey
formed in 1963 off the southern coast of Iceland (Magnússon et al.,
2014), ecological constraints on abundance and diversity could be
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Secondly, to derive the extinction curve for the neutral local community model, we require the average extinction rate of
species given S species already existing in the community, ĒS . The
contribution of the ith species in the metacommunity to ĒS is equal
to the average number of times that it is among the S species in
the local community, multiplied by the probability that it has one
individual given that it is among the S species and the probability
that it transitions from one to no individuals. Thus (see Appendix
D for details),
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In (13)–(15), the last approximation arises from the metacommunity having many species, such that θ  1 and pM  1. However, for the example parameter sets described below, we used the
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Fig. 9. For the neutral local community model, immigration and extinction curves
derived using analytical formulae, for three communities of different areas (numbers of individuals). The parameter values are J ∈ {1, 0 0 0, 2, 0 0 0, 3, 0 0 0}, m = 0.01
and θ = 200. The dot for each pair of immigration and extinction curves represents
the expected species richness of a local community (x-coordinate, calculated using
Eq. (7)) and the expected immigration rate (which is equal to the expected extinction rate) over all values of species richness in the local community (y-coordinate,
calculated using Eq. (3) from Appendix S1 of Condit et al. (2012)).

is guaranteed to have non-zero abundance in the local community.
Thus, the errors increase as we move to the right of the curves (see
Appendix F in ESM for further discussion of these errors).
We also examined how the immigration and extinction curves
changed as the area (i.e., number of individuals J) of the neutral
local community increased, for an example parameter set. As the
area increased, the immigration curve moved upwards (Fig. 9); in
contrast, the extinction curve moved downwards, although only by
a small amount (Fig. 9).
3. Discussion
Fig. 8. For the neutral local community model, immigration and extinction curves
derived using analytical formulae and simulations, plotted on (A) a logarithmic
scale for both axes and (B) a linear scale for both axes. The parameter values are
λ = μ = 1 yr−1 , J = 2, 0 0 0, m = 0.01, SM = 2, 0 0 0 and θ = 200. The abundances of
the SM species in the metacommunity were randomly drawn from a log-series distribution with probability parameter 1 − ν , where ν is calculated by rearranging
SM ≈ S̄M = −θ ln(ν ). The blue dot represents the expected species richness of the
local community (x-coordinate, calculated using Eq. (7)) and the expected immigration rate (which is equal to the expected extinction rate) over all values of species
richness in the local community (y-coordinate, calculated using Eq. (3) from Appendix S1 of Condit et al. (2012)).

formulae without the last approximation, to improve the accuracy
slightly.
Fig. 8 compares the immigration and extinction curves derived
from the formulae speciﬁed by Eqs. (13)–(15) with those derived
from a simulation, for an example parameter set (see Appendix E
for simulation details). The ﬁgure shows good agreement between
the analytical and simulated curves, over the range of S covered by
both. The mean and median absolute percentage errors over the
values of S are 2.73% and 3.11%, respectively, for the immigration
curve and 6.39% and 3.61%, respectively, for the extinction curve.
The errors in the analytical immigration and extinction curves tend
to increase as S → SM , because as S increases, the probabilities of
the SM species having non-zero abundance in the local community
are increasingly dependent on each other, which is not accounted
for in the derivation of the formulae (i.e., in eq. (D7) in Appendix
D). As an extreme example, if S = SM , then each of the SM species

Using classic results from birth–death processes (Kendall,
1948a, 1949), we have analyzed the spatially implicit neutral
model (Hubbell, 1997, 2001) to derive probability distributions of
(i) extinction time of a species with given abundance in the metacommunity, (ii) the total number of species in the metacommunity or local community, (iii) the number of species with given
abundance in the metacommunity or local community, and (iv)
the average immigration and extinction rates in the local community given a speciﬁed number of species. These distributions
complement the multivariate probability distribution of species
abundances that have been developed for the spatially implicit
neutral model (Etienne and Olff, 2004; Etienne, 2005; Etienne and
Alonso, 2005; Haegeman and Etienne, 2017). Below, we discuss in
further detail how the probability distributions we derived can be
used to achieve greater ecological understanding.
Firstly, the full probability distributions that we derived are useful for testing hypotheses. We illustrated this by using our probability distribution of extinction time of a species with given abundance, which is equivalent to the age of a species with given
abundance, to assess whether species ages from the neutral metacommunity model are realistic or not for trees in the Amazon.
Our results indicated that the model produced unrealistically long
species ages, older than the estimated age of the ﬁrst angiosperm
(Magallón et al., 2015), with high probability. This is a similar
conclusion to that reached by a previous study (Chisholm and
O’Dwyer, 2014), but this previous study showed only that the expected neutral species age was unrealistically high, which does
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not necessarily imply that there is a negligible probability of the
species age being realistic. We calculated the full probability distribution of neutral species ages and showed that the probability is
truly negligible. This suggests that existing neutral models in ecology are missing one or more mechanisms that accelerate species
abundance dynamics and reduce species ages. These mechanisms
may be non-neutral, such as temporal environmental variance that
results in the demographic rates of species changing over time
(Kalyuzhny et al., 2015; Danino et al., 2016; Fung et al., 2016, 2018),
or neutral, such as the carrying capacity of a community changing over time, thus allowing greater temporal changes in species
abundances. The probability distributions of species richness that
we derived for the spatially implicit neutral model could also be
used to derive prediction intervals for species richness from a ﬁtted model. These prediction intervals could then be compared with
independently observed species richness values, which would help
to assess whether a natural community exhibits temporal variation in species richness consistent with neutral ecological processes. Ideally, this assessment would be done with a long timeseries of observed data that is divided into a training dataset and
a validation dataset, which are then used in cross-validation. However, at present, eﬃcient methods of ﬁtting the spatially implicit
neutral model (Etienne and Olff, 2004; Etienne, 2005; Etienne and
Alonso, 2005; Haegeman and Etienne, 2017; the method presented
in this paper) only apply to observed data representing one point
in time, which limits the training dataset to one snapshot in time.
Thus, in future, there is a need to develop eﬃcient new methods
for ﬁtting the model to observed data over more than one point in
time.
In addition, using tree census data from the BCI plot, we
demonstrated how our probability distribution of total species
richness for the neutral local community model can be used to
ﬁt the spatially implicit neutral model to observed total species
richness using maximum likelihood, in the absence of observed
species abundances. The maximum likelihood value could be compared with those from ﬁtting non-neutral models, provided that
formulae for the probability distribution of total species richness
for these non-neutral models can be derived. This would help to
identify the mechanisms underlying observed total species richness. We also found that the ﬁtted neutral model was able to predict an SAD that was close to the observed SAD for the tree community at the BCI plot. Thus, the ﬁtted model provides a way of
inferring the SAD of a natural community at the local scale, when
data on species abundances are lacking and under the assumption
of neutral dynamics.
The full probability distributions we derived also provide insights into how much information is lost by considering just the
mean values. For example, the probability distributions of species
richness for the neutral metacommunity and local community all
followed distributions with a coeﬃcient of variation that tends
to zero as the mean increases. Thus, for species-rich communities, the total number of species and the number of species with
a given abundance can be assumed to be effectively constant at
the mean values. Because the coeﬃcient of variation is always less
than the square root of the inverse of the mean, equating the latter
to a constant ɛ and solving for the community size gives a rule of
thumb for how large the community size needs to be for the coefﬁcient of variation to be below ɛ. For the total number of species
in the metacommunity, the rule of thumb is JM > 1/(ν ln(1/ν )ɛ2 ),
whereas for the total number of species with abundance n in the
n−1 2
metacommunity, the rule of thumb is JM > n/(ν (1 − ν )
ε ). For
the total number of species and the total number of species with
abundance n in the local community, explicit formulae for the
threshold community sizes cannot be derived, but the values of
these thresholds can be determined numerically. These results are
important in the context of ﬁtting the spatially implicit neutral
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model to empirical data using sampling formulae (Etienne, 2005;
Etienne and Alonso, 2005; Haegeman and Etienne, 2017), because
the sampling formulae for the local community assume that the
proportions of species in the metacommunity with different abundances are ﬁxed at the mean values, such that they are treated
as constants in the corresponding likelihoods. Our results provide
a formal justiﬁcation for keeping these proportions ﬁxed at their
mean values for species-rich metacommunities.
Furthermore, we showed how immigration and extinction
curves for the neutral local community are approximately linear
over the relatively narrow range of total species richness values
that make up most of the probability distribution of total species
richness. This means that the net turnover rate of species is of
similar magnitude at values of total species richness above and
below the mean value, consistent with the shape of the probability distribution of total species richness, which approximately follows a symmetric normal distribution. The linearity of the immigration and extinction curves is consistent with the early model
used by MacArthur and Wilson (1967; Chapter 3), which did not
include species abundance dynamics. It is also consistent with the
simulation results of Rosindell and Harmon (2013), although they
did not provide a reason for the linearity. Thus, our results show
that the curves can be assumed to be linear for the neutral local
community model at or near equilibrium, despite the immigration
curves exhibiting substantial non-linearity over the full range of total species richness.
We also showed how the immigration and extinction curves
changed with increasing area of the neutral local community.
We found that the immigration curve moved upwards, representing greater immigration to a larger area (the “target area” effect
(Lomolino, 1990)), and the extinction curve moved downwards,
representing a larger average population size over a larger area.
Thus, the curves intersect further to the right, resulting in an
increase in equilibrium species richness. This is consistent with
classic results from models without species abundance dynamics
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). However, we found that the extinction curves moved downwards only by small amounts. This reﬂects small increases in the average population size – as the area
of the local community increases, the population sizes of species
in the community increases, but the resulting increase in the average population size is partly offset by the appearance of more
rare species that persist in the larger area. Thus, the increase in
equilibrium species richness with area is mainly driven by greater
immigration rates.
Lastly, there is the potential to use our formulae specifying the
immigration and extinction curves for statistical inference. In this
context, it is instructive to relate our results to those from a recent study that developed an R package for analyzing temporal
patterns in the dynamics of island communities (Ontiveros et al.,
2019). This R package, called “island”, allows colonization and extinction rates to be estimated for species in a set of island communities, given observed time-series of absence and presence of
each species in each community. The R package also allows simulation of species abundance dynamics from three stochastic models, thus providing simulated colonization and extinction rates that
can be used to ﬁt the observed data or as null values for testing hypotheses (Ontiveros et al., 2019). These three models assume independence of abundance dynamics among species, such
that the dynamics of each species can be treated independently,
and can be represented by a birth–death process with immigration
from a source external to the set of island communities considered.
The ﬁrst of these models has density-independent demographic
rates for each species (Kendall, 1948b, 1949), and if the immigration rates follow a log-series distribution and the per-capita birth
and death rates are the same for all species, then the resulting
model is equivalent to the local community in the spatially implicit
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neutral model under the non-zero-sum assumption. The second
model has a density-dependent per-capita death rate for each
species, which follows a logistic form with a species-level carrying capacity (Haegeman and Etienne, 2011). In contrast, the
third model has a density-dependent per-capita birth rate for each
species, which follows a logistic form with a community-level
carrying capacity (Alonso and McKane, 2002; Allouche and Kadmon, 2009). The colonization and extinction rates considered by
the R package refer to the rates at which a species appears and
goes extinct in the set of island communities, respectively. Thus,
if a steady-state can be assumed and if there is only one island
community (or if a set of more than one island community is
treated abstractly as one island community), then the colonization
and extinction rates estimated from the observed data correspond
to the intersection of the immigration and extinction curves of
MacArthur and Wilson (1963, 1967), i.e. the mean immigration and
extinction rates. Analogously, in future work there is the potential
for developing methods that can be applied to observed data to estimate other points on the immigration and extinction curves, i.e.
mean immigration and extinction rates given a particular number
of species. These could then be compared with those from stochastic models for the purpose of statistical inference. This is where we
envisage that our formulae specifying immigration and extinction
curves for the spatially implicit neutral model would be useful. In
particular, our formulae provide a null model under the assumption of neutrality, which can be used to test for non-neutral mechanisms. However, our formulae only apply to steady-state dynamics, and hence in future there is scope for deriving formulae for
transient dynamics as well.
In deriving all our formulae, we made the non-zero-sum approximation, which assumes that the abundance of a species is
nearly always small relative to the community carrying capacity.
For situations where this assumption does not hold, future work
could examine the possibility of deriving formulae analogous to
those that we have derived. In future, it would also be informative
and useful to derive probability distributions of quantities related
to biodiversity for non-neutral models. For example, neutral community models have been extended in numerous ways, and one
of these is to add temporal environmental variance, which causes
the demographic rates of species to ﬂuctuate over time according
to changes in environmental conditions (Leigh, 1981; Lande, 1993;
Foley, 1994). However, analyses of community models with temporal environmental variance have largely focused on expected values of quantities related to biodiversity (Kalyuzhny et al., 2015;
Danino et al., 2016; Fung et al., 2016; Danino and Shnerb, 2018).
Deriving formulae specifying the full probability distributions for
these models would aid in generating and testing ecological hypotheses.
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